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+28% +25%

Source: SITS 22.10.19

New overseas matriculations: 2015/16 – 2019/20
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Notes:

• Excludes ICD, Partnership programmes, Apprenticeship programmes, 

Clinical skills (Medicine and Dentistry) and Wuhan programmes.

Notes:

• Excludes PDGE Education programmes, Partnerships, DASMAN 

and Off-Campus Dentistry programmes.
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*UCAS – Studying in the UK
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One of the world’s most 
popular destinations for 
international students, 
with over 500,000 enrolling 
each year*



Study in 

the UK

Dundee’s Law Hill

→ internationally 
recognised 
for quality of 
education 

→ multicultural 
society

→ enjoy a great 
lifestyle:

• countryside

• vibrant cities

• historic sites

• music

• culture



Traditional highland dancing
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Scotland has more world-
class universities per head 
of population than 
anywhere else in the world



Dundee skyline at night
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Dundee is ranked alongside 
Hong Kong, Corsica and 
Antarctica as one of 19 
“must see" places to visit 
by National Geographic



The Times/Sunday Times Good University Guide 2020 and 

The Guardian University Guide 2020

Founded in 
1967, we are 
one of the UK’s 
top 30 
universities*
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→ 12,500 students 

on campus

→ campus in the 

city

→ en-suite student 

halls, sport 

facilities, world-

leading laboratories

→ award-winning 

student union

Our campus

in a vibrant 

student city

Ariel view of campus
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• A world top 250 university 

Times Higher Education 2020

• University of the Year for Student 

Experience 

The Times and Sunday Times Good University Guide 2020

• Top 10 in UK
National Student Survey 2017, 2018, 2019

• No.6 globally
International Student Barometer 2018

• No.3 in UK for teaching satisfaction
Guardian University Guide 2020

Rankings



Dundee is 

the 

sunniest 

city in 

Scotland



V&A Dundee ©Hufton+Crow
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→ Dundee Contemporary Arts

→ Dundee Rep Theatre

→ McManus Galleries

→ RRS Discovery (the ship built in 1901 for Captain Scott who travelled 

to the Antarctic)

→ Dundee Science Centre

→ Transport Museum

→ Frigate Unicorn

→ estimated over 300 pieces of public art across 

the city

Arts and culture in Dundee
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Social Life

→ late-night bars and clubs

→ booming live music scene

→ traditional pubs mixed with 
contemporary bars

→ shopping centres 

→ international food stores/ 
supermarkets

→ restaurants from all over the world

→ laid-back cafés

→ fast food

→ fine dining Scottish cuisine



Dundee – A city getting worldwide recognition..

• “A new cultural capital for a new Scotland..”    -Condé Nast Traveller 

• “There’s never been a better time to visit the Scottish coastal city” -National Geographic

• “Dundee – A little pot of gold at the end of the A92”    -The Guardian

• “The coolest little city in the UK”    -GQ Magazine

• Hailed the ‘cultural comeback kid’ and named as one of the seven most ‘design-
savvy’ cities in the world    -CNN

• One of the top ten ‘hot destinations’ for world travellers in 2018   -Wall Street Journal

• “An up-and-coming cultural hub..”   -Bloomberg Pursuits

• The UK’s first UNESCO City of Design   -UNESCO Creative Cities Network
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Dundee…Where? 



Where is Dundee?

By train to Dundee:

→ Edinburgh - 1 hour

→ Glasgow - 1 hour 30 mins

→ London - 6 hours

By flight to Scottish airports:

→ Amsterdam - 1 hour 30 mins 

→ Paris - 1 hour 45 mins

→ London - 1 hour

1
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Dundee…What do you know? 
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Getting our message out there



2
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Organization

Stakeholders

Public perception

PERCEPTIONS

© Juan Manuel Mora. 2016
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Our purpose

Transform lives, 

locally and 

globally through 

the creation, 

sharing and 

application of 

knowledge
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Brand perception review

Scotland rUK Internation

alSurvey of prospective undergraduates (2,330)

In-depth interviews 

with decliners (10)

In-depth interviews with opinion formers (9)

In-depth interviews 

with agents (20)

Focus groups with 

current students (5)
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Dundee – one of the world’s “must 
visit” places: The Wall Street 
Journal and Lonely Planet

“Scotland’s coolest little city”: GQ



Brand framework

2
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Messaging themes

Values

Core purpose
To transform lives globally and locally, through the creation, sharing and application of knowledge

Research with impact Community campus in the cityExcellent student experience

Working together Excellence
Making a 
difference

Valuing peopleIntegrity

Brand essence
Together we transform lives
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Visual Identity
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More branding images
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More branding images
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More branding images
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Resource Alignment
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Regional Planning Groups
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#DiscoverDundee
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Objectives

Raise positive awareness of Dundee, the city and the University among target audiences 
(prospective students, parents and agents) in target international markets :

• Support academic staff with brand recognition
• Support Academics Abroad events
• Support agents - make Dundee an easier sell
• Help lead generation campaigns land on a warm audience. These lead generation 

campaigns focus on specific courses within individual Schools and are a key 
element of our School-based marketing activities
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Student Personas – meet Shruti

• Age: 17

• School: English 

medium convent

• City: Chennai
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Campaign Visual Identity

• Destination sell with strong images of the city  

• Images of our current students, showing the 

diversity of our student body.  

• The copy uses some of our key overall 

university selling points, e.g. “A university that turns 

leaving home into coming home”, “A university that’s 

small enough to know everyone, big enough to 

broaden your horizons” and “A university where 

student satisfaction is evident in faces as well as 

rankings”. 
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India – What did we do?

Outdoor advertising 

• Worked with MediaAnt to secure over 30 outdoor advertising locations

• Large billboards installed close to International Schools, Universities and quality shopping 

malls in Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and Hyderabad.

Delhi Metro

• Adverting panels in key routes within the Delhi Metro

Print Advertising

• Advertising placed in spring and autumn editions of The Times of India University Guide

• Worked with MediaAnt to publish a series of three press adverts in Times of India 

Education Times - Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, Kolkata, Delhi

PR Campaign

• Ongoing four month campaign with GreenThumb PR – Six course specific releases, 3 

student testimonials, Academic authored careers piece, in country media opportunity, 2 

Indian academic profiles and major announcements

3
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India – What did we do?

SIUK
• Six month Brand awareness campaign with SIUK – website 

banner, course search sponsorship, dedicated newsletter and 
social media posts

• 2 year Chennai SIUK office branding
Education platforms
• Articles on Braingain Education platform
Digital Advertising 
• Inshorts and Hotstar – media streaming platforms
Content Creation
• Testimonials and video content

4
0



Outdoor
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Press ads – Times of India

4
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Print advertising 
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Delhi Metro

4
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Excitement beyond imagination…
when you find a promotional poster of your 
Alma Mater University of Dundee in 
#Delhi_Metro

Centre for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law & 
Policy, University of Dundee #Discover Dundee



PR Campaign
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New scholarships

4
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Management of Chinese social media

4
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Investment in China is on managing 
our social media platforms 

→ Weibo

→ WeChat

→ Baidu and 360 search engine 
management



Digital advertising with agents
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Middle East

4
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Digital: advertising in Arabic and 
English 

• Facebook 
• Twitter
• Instagram 
• YouTube
• Programmatic



Middle East
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Focus on: 
• Saudi Arabia
• United Arab Emirates
• Kuwait

Radio advertising on:
• Virgin (UAE)
• City 1016 (UAE – Hindi station)
• Alef Alef (Saudi Arabia)



Africa
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Focus on: Nigeria & Ghana

Digital Advertising 
• Facebook 
• Instagram 
• YouTube
• Web Banners on relevant blogs 

and News websites

Print Advertising
• Newspapers

Cinema & Shopping Malls
• Video ads
• Flyers



ASEAN – What did we do?

Outdoor advertising 

• Worked with Big Tree Media to create large scale advertising visual in KLCC shopping mall, on MRT trains and in hub train stations 

• Worked with Bluedale media agency to create large billboards for the main highways located near International Schools and Universities.

Print

• Worked with Phar consultancy to secure a full page Discover Dundee advert for the Air Asia in-flight magazine.

• Produced A4 advert for the Study UK Magazine (Indonesia).

• Created press adverts and University articles for the Star Education supplement. 

Press

• Secured a 9 month contract with Bluedale media agency in KL.   Deal included Discover Dundee adverts, articles and advertorials to run every month in the 

Star education supplement and Star Online platform. The Star have also published additional articles for us as part of the package. 

Agents

• Worked with a number of education agents in Singapore, Thailand and Malaysia (IDP/McDucation/AUG/Overseas Study) on a variety of marketing activity 

including sponsored web banners, outdoor office panels, adverts in study guide, events packages, photo content and promotion of scholarships.

5
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ASEAN – What did we do?

Digital 

• Worked with Bluedale to produce video content and adverts for the “Star online” for their  Facebook and Instagram pages.

• Worked with Phar consultancy on a re-targeting digital campaign across all Indonesian routes with Air Asia.

• Worked with Sqore on a targeted campaign promoting the Life Sciences joint degree with NUS.

• Produced content and adverts for Target Student Media Facebook and Study Guide on Belajar Luar Negeri Indonesian site and the Du Hoc 

Vietnamese site.

Video

• Worked on a number of ASEAN themed videos for the agencies and for general use within our own campaigns.

Photography

• Worked with creative services on a number of photography shoots to compliment our campaigns and press adverts.

Events 

• Academics Abroad events – provided promotional material for the Discover STEM event in January 2019, we will expand on this for November.
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Outdoor - mall
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Outdoor advertising
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Press ads/articles & print
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Online Advertorials
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Campaigns & Leaderboards

6
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Advertising with agents

6
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Telling the Dundee story
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Peer to Peer
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Global Excellence Scholarship
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Saggar

Scholarship
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New scholarship in memory of one of 
Scotland’s earliest Indian students who went 
on to help transform the lives of people living 
in Dundee.

The £5,000 scholarship will be awarded 
alongside one of the University’s existing 
Global Excellence Scholarships to an Indian 
domiciled candidate who shows remarkable 
potential to study an undergraduate degree 
starting in 2020.

https://www.dundee.ac.uk/study/scholarships/global-excellence/
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Academics 

Abroad
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Academics 

Abroad
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Working with our Alumni Team



video
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Strategy to action
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dundee.ac.uk


